How to Add UI Elements
Dynamically in Web Dynpro

Applies to:
Web Dynpro for Java UI development, SAP NetWeaver 2004.
For more information, visit the User Interface Technology homepage.
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Scenario
There may be a situation when the number of UI elements to be added in the view may not be known during
design time i.e. a context of unknown structure. In such cases the UI elements are to be generated during
runtime. However it is preferred that Dynamic generation of user interface elements, context attributes if
these are not known at design time since this is might affect the performance of the program.

Creating UI elements at Runtime
Creation of user interface elements during runtime only possible from within the hook method
“wdDoModifyView ()” which is present in the Web Dynpro view controller.

The following Parameters are related with wdDoModifyView:
•

wdContext :It is used to access the root context node element of the view Controller

•

wdThis: It is used to access the context of the controller, interface of the view controller and also to
trigger plugs , events and access action objects.

•

view: It is used to refer the layout of the view controller.

•

firsttime: It is a Boolean type variable. It is true as long as the wdDoModifyView is called for the first
time during the lifecycle of the view controller.
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Implementation of wdDoModifyView() to generate UI Elements dynamically
Every UI element must have a layout manager assigned to it. The layout manager defines how the child UI
elements will be arranged with the parent container. In the following example we will see how a new element
is created, a new instance of layout manager is assigned to it and how the UI element is added to the root
container.

In the above code module a TextView Element was dynamically created from within the wdDoModifyView().
An instance of the layout manager was created and assigned to the new TextView Element. Different Layout
properties of the element were set. Then the new TextView element was added to the root container.
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Binding Dynamically Generated UI Elements with Context Element
Some of the dynamically generated UI element might require to be bind with a context element for proper
functioning like InputFiled , drop downs ,radio buttons etc.The following example shows how to create a
TextEdit UI element and bind it with a context element.

Note: In the above code module the TextEdit element was created dynamically and a context “TxtContext” was also
created from within the wdDoModifyView() and was binded with the new element. However it is preferred to create
the Context Elements outside the wdDoModifyView () inside some other Function module as the
wdDoModifyView() should be used for alteration of the view attributes not data attributes.
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Creating Action for Dynamically Generated UI Elements
Some of the UI elements may require actions associated with them for proper functioning as in case of a
Button. As Event handlers cannot be created dynamically, Event handlers are created during design time
only and then associated with dynamically created action of the corresponding UI elements. The below
section shows an example of an event handler being created during design time and then it is associated
with the action of a dynamically created Button UI element.
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The above figure shows that an action has been created with an event handler during design time
only which will be assigned to the dynamically created button.

The above code module shows that a button has been dynamically created and action has also
been created for the corresponding button. The dynamically created action has been set with the
Event handler created during design time. Now the programmer can write what ever code he wants
within that event handler during design time only as show below.
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Points to Remember while Using wdDoModifyView()
Though one may find using the functionalities of the wdDoModifyView() very easy to play around
with UI design of the view controller it is highly recommended not to use dynamic UI construction
as it will introduce performance overheads. Following are the few points (among many
recommended by SAP) to keep in mind while doing dynamic UI generation.
•

Dynamic UI design should be done only when the maximum no of UI elements, or context
elements are not known during design time.

•

As little as possible coding should be done with in wdDoModifyView().

•

The context nodes and attributes required for the dynamically created UI elements should
be built from outside the wdDoModifyView() preferably either during design time or before
entering the wdDoModifyView() module.

•

The modification of UI elements should be done when the Boolean parameter firsttime is
true. Doing the coding after it becomes false will mean there will be round trip every time
there is an user interaction giving rise to performance overhead.

•

After creation of the UI element it should be bind with a Context element and any further
modification of the UI element should be controlled by manipulating the Context.
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Disclaimer and Liability Notice
This document may discuss sample coding or other information that does not include SAP official interfaces and therefore is not
supported by SAP. Changes made based on this information are not supported and can be overwritten during an upgrade.
SAP will not be held liable for any damages caused by using or misusing the information, code or methods suggested in this document,
and anyone using these methods does so at his/her own risk.
SAP offers no guarantees and assumes no responsibility or liability of any type with respect to the content of this technical article or
code sample, including any liability resulting from incompatibility between the content within this document and the materials and
services offered by SAP. You agree that you will not hold, or seek to hold, SAP responsible or liable with respect to the content of this
document.
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